CHAPTER VIII
THE CHURCHES
what goes by the name of religion, but might be
much better described, has been unhappily for many
generations and down to our own day a potent force
for evil in Ireland; and the historical causes are
sufficiently indicated in what has been already written
in these pages.
But in a very different sense Ireland has been, is,
and is likely to remain, a country where religion has
immense influence. Its aspect has always been
Puritan. The successors of St. Patrick, those who
carried on his work of evangelisation and extended far
beyond Ireland's shores, sought their only splendours
in an ecstasy of asceticism. Monkish scribes and crafts-
men learnt in that day to ornament sacred volumes
and vessels and emblems with incredibly lavish and
skilled labour ; the Book of Kells, the Ardagh Chalice,
the Cross of Cong, are relics of a splendour thus be-
stowed. But- there is no trace in Irish records of any
lasting desire to make religion splendid, and innumer-
able signs of the cult of austere renunciation. St.
MalachyO'Morgair, who in the twelfth century made a
notable reformation, deliberately went back, though
Bishop and Primate, to the ideals of primitive Irish
Christianity. Yet it should also be remembered that
he brought back solemnity and beauty to the services :
he restored the chants: and he brought to Ireland
masters in Gothic architecture under whose direction
Mellifont Abbey grew to be what its ruins still permit
us to guess at
After the Norman Conquest, evolution was not
normal: the English power used the bishops, whose
appointments it controlled, for political agents; and
despite the devotion of religious orders, especially of
the Franciscans, it is clear that by the sixteenth
century, religion had greatly lost its hold upon the
people. When it was restored, the men who put new
life into it were working at peril of their lives; and
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